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100% Polyester 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
34,90 €

Discount -8,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

Manufacturer 

Description Be the life of the party!

If you’re looking for an incredibly fun way to be the life of the party, look no further than a Silver Lilly Animal Costume! Each full-length bodysuit
is unique and full of character, sure to be a hit everywhere you wear it.

Perfect for every occasion

These onesies aren’t just for costume parties either! Music festivals are a great place for onesies, allowing you to dress up and still be
comfortable, and you can’t go wrong rocking a onesie during a night out on the town. Throw it on whenever the mood strikes - don’t be afraid
to show off your wild side!

Supreme comfort, all day long

Crafted from an ultra-luxe, easy-to-wash polyester, these onesies are unbelievably soft, surrounding you in ultimate comfort no matter where
you wear it.

DETAILS - The adorable and eye-catching animal onesie designs all feature a hood with eyes, teeth, and nose for full effect. Matching
tails and chest designs help complete your ultimate cosplay look! Match with a pair of animal slippers (not included) for your next pajama
party.
COZY - A special blend of comfort and fun, these plush materials are soft to the touch and will keep you warm during those cold winter
months. The button up closure allows you to quickly get dressed while the loose fit gives you the flexibility to easily wear over your
existing clothes or jacket.
VERSATILE - Loose fitting materials allow you the flexibility of movement while maintaining style and comfort. The fun and whimsical
designs will make sure you get noticed at your next furry convention or party. Carry your remote or keys around with you thanks to two
front pockets.
CLEANING - Take good care of your new onesie to prevent fading! The comfortable polyester material is recommended to be hand
washed and laid flat to dry. If ironing is required, it is recommended to do so on Low heat only.
SIZING - Model pictured is 6' and 150 lbs, wearing size Large. Available in sizes Small through X-Large fitting adult heights from 4'9" to
6'2" - Sizes are approximate as follows: Small fits 4'9" - 5'4"; Medium fits 5'1" - 5'9"; Large fits 5'5" - 6'; X-Large fits 5'9" - 6'4".
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Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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